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ABSTRACT

After a brief review of the assumptions of the Minimal S'jprrsymrnetric Model
(MSSM) we study the constraints on the masses of various sparticles &s well as
on the MSSM tiiggs boson? from experiments at the Fermilab Tevatron and at
LEP. We also review the range of Higgs boson masses that can be searched for at
LEP 200. We then discuss the simulation of supersyniiuetrir pnrticle production at
hadron colliders and briefly discuss event generators that we have been using in our
analyses. Next, we discuss vnrious signals that can be searched for in the present
run of the Tevatron. We conclude with a study of the prospects for (he detection of
aparticles as well as MSSM Higgs bosons in experiments at hadron supercolliders,
assuming that these are too heavy to be discovered at the Tevatron or at LEP 200.

1. Introduction to the Minimal Super-symmetric Model Framework

Although the Standard Model (SM) has been spectacularly successfuljlj in
providing a framework for a description of the experimental data over a wide range
of energies, there are several reasons to belitve that it is incomplete. First, it does
not incorporate gravity. Moreover, the large number of free parameters and the
arbitrariness of particle masses and mixing angles, the lack of any explanation for
the replication of generations, the ad hoc choice of the gauge group and particle
multiplets all suggest that the SM may have it origins in a deeper theory yet to
be discovered. On the technical side, the major unknown is the mechanism for the
spontaneous breakdown of electrovveak symmetry. In the SM, this is realized by
introducing an elementary scalar field that develops a vacuum expectation values
(vev). The instability of elementary scalar fields to radiative corrections then leads
to the well known fine-tuning problem. General arguments suggest that this can be
avoided if there are new degrees of freedom not present in the SM which manifest
themselves at a scale of O(l TeV) so that their effects can be searched for at future
supercolliders such as the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), the Superconducting Super
Collider (SSC), or at the ELO1SOTRON.

Supersymmetry (SUSY)[2] provides an elegant solution to the fine tuning
problem provided thp.t the SUSY breaking scale is O( 1 TeV). The supersymmetric

pnrtners of known particles are the new degrees of (rerdmu refirrrc', lo alinvr, so
that they should be accessible at high energy hadron colliders. AsiiU- from the fart
that SUSY provides a resolution of the hierarchy problem, there are several theo-
retical reasons for believing nature might be supersyminelrir. SUSY is a symmetry
between bosons and fermions and BO provides a new level of synthesis. Locally
supersymmetric models necessarily involve gravity so thai t'.iese models open UJI
the possibility of incorporating gravity into the framework of particle physics. Al-
though supergravity models are not reuormalizable, they may be considered to be
the effective low energy theory which may have its origins in superstring theory,
for which SUSY is an essential ingredienl(3,4,5j. On the phenomenologiral side, it
is worth noting that the measurements of the gauge couplings in experiments at
LEP and the lower limits on the proton lifetime are remarkably consistent with the
simplest supersymmetric grand unified modelsjG].

Motivated by these considerations, we explore various strategies via which
6particles might be detected at high energy hadron follitlers and discuss the various
constraints that result from the non-observation of any supersyminetric signal in
experiments at LEP and Fennilab. This, of course, entails a knowledge of sparticle
production cross sections and their decay patterns. The cross sections for the pair
production of sparticles at electron- posilron[T] and at hadron colliders|8j are essen-
tially determined by their gauge interactions. Thus, aside from model-dependent
mixing angles, these are fixed their 5t'(3J x SU{2)i x £'(I)r quantum numbers. As a
result, the production cross sections for gluinos, sleptons and squarks (other than
the top squark) for which mixing is negligible are independent of the details of any
model. This is not the case for the production of chnrginos and neutralinos which
are (model-dependent) mixtures of gauginos and Higgsinos. Since sparticles can, in
general, decay to all sparticles that are kinematically accessible (and, if R-parit)
is violated, also to ordinary particles|9j), the decay patterns are generally model
dependent.

In our analysis, we will use the minimal supersynnuetric model (MSSM)[2,10)
, as a guide to sparticle masses and mixing angles. The MSSM is the simplest super-
! symmetric extension of the SM. It contains the minimal number of new particles
! and interactions consistent with phenomenology. Corresponding to each chiral mat-
ter fermion multipiet there is a spin zero sfermion multiple! with the same internal

, quantum numbers. The superpartners of the Yang-Mills gauge bosons are the spin
| | Majorana gauginos in the adjoint representation of the gauge group. Finally, any
SUSY model requires at least two Higgs boson doublets to give mass to both Tt = \
and T3 = — J fermions: the SUSY partners of these are two spin J doublets of Higesi-
nos. The gauge interactions of the model automatically conserve a discrete quantum
number, the R-parity, which is +1 (-1) for ordinary (supersymiuetric) particles. We
assume that this is a symmetry of the complete Lagrangiau so that K-parity violat-
ing Yukawa type interactions (which necessarily violate baryon or l<-plon number)
are absent. Optimally, one would like to include all possible interactions (including
R-parity violating ones) consistent with gauge symmetry. This is phenomenolog-
icaily unacceptable since it leads to catastrophic proton decay which can only be
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avoided by assuming that at lens! one of baryon number, leplou number or Il-parily
is conserved. We assume the discrete symmetry to be K-parity. The most impor-
tant consequence of this is that sparticlcs can only decay inlo oilier 5;inrtirlcs until
the decay cascade terminates in the lightest supersyminetric particle (LSI*) which
is stable. Because the LSP is expected to be a weakly interacting ncutral(10j, il is
expected to escape detection in the experimental apparatus leading lo the classic
JftT signature for supersymmetry.

The supersymmetric particles, i.e. mass eigenslates of the MSSM, include
the gluinos (which being colour octet fermions cannot mix with anything us 5('(3)c
is conserved) and the spin zero sfermion partners jL and fa of the left- and right-
handed fermions (their mixing is proportional to the corresponding fermion mass,
and hence, is negligible for all but the top squarks[l lj). Finally, the gauginos and
Higgsinos with the same electric charge mix once SU[2)L x t'(l)i- is broken to form two
Dirac charginos H'I and H', (m-, < m- ) and four Majorana neutralinos Z~i,Z,,Z3,Z1

(in order of increasing mass). In addition, there are five physical spin zero bosons
associated with the Higgs sector: these are the light and heavy neutral scalars M, and
Hs, a pseudoscalar, Hp (the terms scalar and pseudosc?lar refer to their couplings
to matter fermions) =.nd a pair of charged scalars Ht.

Supersymmetry is a very restrictive theory since most of the sparticle in-
teractions arc fixed by the corresponding interaction of their SM partners. Only
one new parameter (*i), which corresponds to a supersyinmetric mixing between ,
the two Higgs doublet fields can be introduced. The remaining interactions can be |
written in terms of the coupling constants of the gauge and Yukawa interactions i
that are already present in the SM. Of course, Eupersymme'.ry must be broken if it
is to be phenomenologically relevant. Furthermore, if SUSY is to be the resolution ;
of the gauge hierarchy problem as discussed above, all supersymmetry breaking ef-
fects can be incorporated by soft SUSY breaking interactions (these are interactions
whose introduction does not lead to the reappearance of quadratic divergences) all
of which have been classified in Ref. (12). For our purposes, il is sufficient to know
that both, scalar and gaugino mass terms are soft. We can thus parametrize the
breaking of supersymmetry in terms of these SUSY breaking masses which break
the degeneracy between the fermions and their supersymmetric partners. There are ;
other soft gupersymmetry breaking interactions possible, but for the most part they I
are irrelevant for our analysis (the .4-paraineter for (-quarks could be important as '
it can cause t[, — lR mixing; here, we have taken the mixing angle to be a phenomeno- '
logical parameter). It is important to stress that SUSY breaking does not alter the
gauge interactions of the sparticles so that there are observable consequences of the
underlying (softly broken) supersynimetry.

In principle, assuming that the SUSY breaking scale is higher than that of .
SU{2)i breaking, each SU(?.)t. multiple! could have a different soft breaking mass. '
There would also be different soft breaking masses for the SU(3), SV(2) and V{\) i
gauginos. This leads to a proliferation of parameters. If, however, we assume that
SUSY breaking is a Planck or GUT scale phenomenon (with the effective SUSY
breaking scale in the observable sector of O[\ TeV)) as is the case in many models, j

particles in any single GUT mulliplet must have a common SUSY breaking mass
at the unification scale. If the grand unifying group is SV\b) there is just one SUS\
breaking gaugino mass bul two soft breaking scular masses (corresponding to llie
sfermiuns in the 0 and 10 dimensional representations) for etch generation. In
supergravily mudels, the elfects of supersymmetry breaking in the hidden sector
are communicated lo the observable sector by universal gravitational interactions,
so that there is just one common SUSY breaking scalar mass at the unification
scale.

In our analysis, we will assume that all the matter sfermions have a common
mass at the unification scale (primarily to reduce the number of free parameters).
Thus, supersymmetry fixes the Lagrangian at the unification scale in terms of just
a few parameters. In order for us to use this Lagrangian for perturbalive calcula-
tions at the l(J0 GeV scale relevant to experiment today, one must sum the large
logarithms arising from the disparity between the two scales. This is done using
rcucrmalization group techniques. The 5t'(2)t and ('(!))• gaugino masses are then
fixed by the gluino mass by the well known unification eonditionjlO]. The renormal-
ization group evolution also splits the degeneracy between the various sfcrinions.
The biggest effect is due to color interactions so that the largest splitting occurs be-
tween squarks and sleptons, with smaller splittings between the doublet and singlet
sferiiiions. In our analysis, we will assume that the squarks are effectively clegen-
era'e (except for the stop, which due to iL - iK mixing has additional corrections)
and that the slepton masses are deternu'ned by Hie squark mass. Finally, the Higgs
sector of the MSSM is strongly constrained so that it can be specified by just one
additional parameter (which wn take to be the mass of Hr) which we will assume is
independent of the sfermion mass.

To recapitulate, we see that with the assumptions outlined above, the masses
and couplings of all the sparticles can be parametrized in terms of just a few parame-
ters which may be taken to be, (i) the gluino mass which is assumed to determine the
other gaugino masses, (u) the squark mass which determines the sleplon masses via
a unification condition, (in) the supersyminetric Higgsino mass (/i), (iv) tan/3 = p the
ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the Higgs fields that couple to 7i = j and
7'3 = -\ fernuons. In addition, mHr fixes the tree level masses and couplings of the
five Higgs bosons of the MSSM. As discussed extensively at this meeling[13,14,15j,
radiative corrections due to top quark Yukawa interactions substantially alter these
masses and mixing patterns so thai these acquire a dependence on the top quark
mass as well as on the other SUSY parameters. These six parameters fix the produc-
tion cross sections and decay patterns of all sparticles (except the 1-squarks which
have an additional mixing).

The MSSM thus provides a framework for studying SUSY signals in exper-
iments at current and future colliders. It should be regarded as an effective low
energy theory obtained under certain reasonable assumptions, that may in the fu-
ture be derived from a deeper underlying theory. The predictions of I lie MSSM
should primarily be used to guide our thinking about strategies for the detection
of supersyinmetric particles. While we expect that the qualitative features of the



MSSM predictions are almost certain lo be reliable (unless li-parity is violnlcd). il
should be kept in mind that the actual signals may differ in detail if nature indeed
proves to be supersymmetric.

The remainder of this review is organized as follows. In the next section we
summarize the constraints that are implied by thr non-observation of nuy .signals
for supersymmetry or for Higgs bosons by experiments at LEP or at the Fermilab
Tevatron collider. In Section 3, we discuss event generation for the simulation of
aupersyrrametry at hadron colliders. In Sec. 4 we discuss supersymmetric signals
that may be detectable in future runs at the Tevatron and compare the reach of the
Tevatron and LEP 200. Sec. 5 deals with the prospects for detection of supersyin-
metric particles at hadron supercolliders such as the LHC, SSC and ELOISATRON.
Finally, in Sec. 6, we study the detectability of MSSM Higgs bosons at the LIIC
and the SSC[14,15,16j, focussing on how searches for these might be affected if their
decays to sparticles are kinematically accessible.

2. Cons t ra in t s on SUSY part ic le masses from <- + e~ colliders

The non-observation of sparticles produced in Z decays at LEP constrains
the parameter space of the MSSM. Within the MSSM framework, the masses
and relevant couplings of HJI sparticles are fixed in terms of the above mentioned
parameter set (mj,m<,/j,lan/3,mWr,m,). The precise measurement of the Z width
r* = 2.487±0.010[17] together with the SM lower bouml[18j, Vz > 2.468 GeV leads to
a 95% CL upper bound on the contribution of new particles to the Z width,

Ar , < 30 MeV (1J

Sinu'larly, the measurement^7J of the invisible width of the Z, ['2 iinvmbU) = 498±8
MeV, leads to the bound,

A r z (ini'ijitie) < 11 MeV (2)

While (1) limi's the production of all sparticles that couple to the Z, (2) serves
to restrict the rate for the decay of the Z to a pair of Zi's, which we assume will
escape detection. Further restrictions come from the negative outcome of searches
for charginos[19] and neutralinos[20j (other than Zx pairs). The large coupling of
the charginos to Z essentially requires that[2i],

t-t > 45 GeV (3)

while the published results of the LEP experin:»nts[20) based on an analysis of just
~ 104 Z decays limit the branching fraction for the decays, Z — JJiZj and Z — Z,Z,
to be smaller than a fewx 10~4. In view of the vnstly larger sample of Z's available
today, we have required that the branching fraction for the decays Z — Z,Z, (where
i and j are not both 1) satisfies,
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Figure 1: Regions in the n - mj plant which ate excluded by measurements of Z decay properties al
LEP, for various values of tan^ (solid curves). Also shown by a dashed line is Ihe CDF constraint
(modified for cascade decays for tan/3 = 2) due to lack of an excess of missing energy signals in
pp collisions. The dot-dashed curves are contours for m-^ = 90 GeV for two values of tan/3, and
correspond to the approximate reach of LEP 200.

Since the masses and couplings of W, and Z, are fixed by the parameters (mf,
(> ,tan/3), the constraints (l — i) exclude the region of the p - mt plane shown in
Fig. 1. Also shown by the dashed line labelled CDF is the direct limit on the gluino
mass from the non-observation[22] of an excess of fT events from the production
of gluino pairs at the Fermilab Tevatron, with the effect of cascade decays of the
gluinos incorporated[23j. We have not shown this for positive values of >> since
the LEP results essentially exclude the whole region that could be probed al the
Tevatron for all values of tan/3. Finally, we have also shown by dot-dashed lines the
contours of m- = 90 GeV for two extreme values of lan/3. This represents the region
of parameter space that might be probed at LEP 200.

The region of the mnrvM.tan/3 parameter plane of the MSSM Higgs sector
excluded by the negative results[24] of the experiments at LEP is shown in Fig.
2. In our analysis, we have incorporated the effects of radiative corrections due lo
top quark Yukawa interactions[13] using the formulae in Ref. [25). We have used
the limit UIH,« > 67 GeV on the mass of the SM Higgs boson[2C) lo infer an upper
limit on the production of H\ via Z — Z~ + Hi, taking into account the differences
in the couplings of Hi and HSM. The MSSM Higgs bosons can also be produced
via Z — Hi + Hp which proceeds via gauge interactions. We have assumed that the
non-observation of this two-body decay in the total snuiple of about two million
2 events at LEP can be used to infer that mH, + '»«, > Afjj. We see that already
the LEP experiments exclude mnr < *0 GeV, regardless of m, or tan/3. Within
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Figure 2: Regions in the m//^ — tan/? piane which d'e exclude'! by Higgs searches aL LEP, for
the decays Z — ff,//| and JJ — Z~H\. We show excluded regions for m, = 160 GeV (solid)
and m( = 200 GeV (dashed). We also show the conservative and optimistic contours for regions
explotable at LEP 200. The LEP 200 criteria are given in the text.

our framework, this corresponds to mH+ > 90 GeV, which essentially excludes the
possibility of seeing H* signals at LEP 200. Finally, we have also shown the region
of this plane that might be probed at LEP 200. We have made both optinustic
and conservative projections of the reach during this second phase of LEP. For the
former, we have assumed •/> — 190 GeV and taken 0.05 pb as the lower limit for an
observable cross section for either the t*c~ — Z1U or the e+e" — lUHr processes.
The conservative estimate assumes */s = 175 GeV and a lower limit of 0.2 pb on the
cross sections. It is interesting to note that even at LEP 200 a non-observation of
any Higgs boson signal cannot be used to infer any bound on tan/3, at least for the
case of a very heavy top quark.

In the future, upgrades of LEP to higher energies will result in either the
dicovery of SUSY particles, or the placement of limits on sparticle masses. For
squarks, sleptons and charginos, this will usually mean mass limits approximately
equal to the beam energy. We won't address this case any further here; the interested
reader may see Refs. [7,8,27] for more details on future searches at e + e" colliders.

3. Event Simulation at Hadron Colliders

To understand how supersynimetric particles would manifest themselves in
the experimental environment of a hadron collider, it is imperative to simulate
their production and decay as reliably as possible. At hiulron colliders, this usually
means working within the framework of leading-log QCD, and using proven models

for non-pert urbaiive effects such as hadronization and beam-jet evolution. There
are a number of steps involved in such a simulation:

1. calculation of hard scattering subprocess Feynman diagrams,

2. convolution with C?3-dependent parton distribution functions,

3. implementation of higher order QCD effects via initial and final stale parton
showers,

4. implementation of the predicted particle and sparticle decays,

5. hadronization of quarks and giuons via some phenomenological model, and

(J. suitable modeling of the underlying event structure and beam jet evolution.

Calculation of the spariicle pair production cross sections is usually straight-
forward. Formulae for gg, gq and qq production may be found in Refs. (28,29] aiimng
•>ther places. Care must be taken in calculating qq production to correctly sepa-
rate out the component formulae for qL and qn, since ihese have different decay
'>roperties[29j. Care must also be taken in calculating both pair production of
liarginos and neutralinos(2S,30j, and production of these in association with squarks
lid gluinos[31J, since appropriate mixing of the gaugino/higgsino components must
ie accounted for. Within the MSSM, these are fixed by the few parameters dis-
ussed in Sec. 1.

Next, sparticle decays must be calculated within the framework of the MSSM,
•nd the appropriate decay modes, brandling fractions and spartir . lasses must
• e inserted into the Monte Carlo program. The gluino may decay v.. j —• qq if this
• lode is kinematically allowed. If not, then gluinos may decay through a virtual

'•|uark to the various charginos and ueutralinos via any of the allowed three-body
lodes g — qtflV, and g — qqZ,\'32\. For decays to third generation quarks, Yukawa
"upliugs can be large and must be included(33). GJuino decays such as g — gZ,,
hich occur via loop diagrams, can also be substantial in certain regions of the
SSM parameter space[33j.

Squarks can decay via q —• qg. If this mode is kinematically unsuppressed, it
i -.ually dominates the decays of squarks. Also, left-squarks can decay via qL — q'W,
nd j / , -• qZ,. The right-squarks of the first two generations, however, can decay
uly via q —• qZ, since, they have negligible coupling to charginos. The top sqnarks
ust be treated separately, since the mass eigenstates (i and ("j (m,-( < m; ) can
ive substantial mixing between their iL and in components[34], and further, their
ukawa interactions are no longer negligible. Sleplon decays must be calculated as
•-•II if these sparticles can be produced[27j.

Chargino and neutralino decay modes must also be calculated. These par-
ies generally decay through a variety of two and three body modes to other
arginos and gauginos, to quarks and leptons, to vector bosons and to Higgs par-
ies. Likewise, the decay modes of the various Higgs bosons into SM and super-
• ninetric particles must be calculated. The modes are too numerous to list here,



although some details may he found in licfs. (27). Finally, Ilir top (|ii.irli drcny intu
i — bVV, ( — 6tf * or t — i.Zj must he included.

These various decay modes have heen incorporated into a set of subroutines
collectively call SUSYBF. The input to SUSYBF consists of the MSSM parameters
listed in Sec. 1. The output is a listing of sparticle musses, decay modes and
branching fractions. At this stage, it is straightforward to construct a parton level
event generator program which includes the sparticle production and tiic various
decays mentioned above. The end result is that produced sparticlrs will Jrnjiirntly
decay through lengthy cascades of intermediate SUSY particles, resulting in a final
state containing numerous quarks, leptons and at least two LSP's, taken to be Zt.
It is assumed the Z\ escapes detection. Thus, parton level cascade decay events
generally consist of n-leptons H-m-jets + $ T , where m and n are positive integers.

To make contact with experiment, the final state quarks must be converted to
the detectable mesons and baryons. Our first attempt at such an interface resulted
in the creation of a program called SUSYSM. S'.'SYSM[35,36] consisted of parlou
level sparticle production and decay processes which were then interfaced wilh the
JETSET program[37) for string hadronizalion. However, due to the complexity
of the cascade decay events, it was difficult to keep track of the ends of color
strings. This resulted in artificially connected color strings and problems with
parton showers and beam jet evolution. The final program thus contained no parlon
showers, an overlayed soft scattering event from PYTHIA|37j, and a not entirely
consistent hadronization sch»me.

The event simulation program ISAJET[-3S| offered a simpler framework in
which to embed the complicated cascade decay event topologies. Since ISA JET is
based on the very simple but less theoretically motivated independent fragmenta-
tion scheme, there was no trouble with keeping track of color strings, and so initial
and final state parton showers, hadonization and an underlying event coulu all be
implemented in a consistent framework. The resultant merger of ISAJET and the
parton level SUSYSM was called 1SASUSY[39|. The input to 1SASUSY consists
of various collider parameters, selection of desired subprocesses, and a point in the
MSSM parameter space. A cubroutine ALLOW notifies the user if the parameter
space point is in violation of the Sec. 2 bounds from LEP. The output in stan-
dard ISAJET form consists of the various leptous, photons, pious, ke.ons etc., that \
are directly measured by a collider detector. Thus, 1SASUSY allows experiinen- '
talists to easily explore MSSM parameter space to see the various ways in which
supersymmetry would manifest itself in an actual detector. I

4. S U S Y at the Tevat ron Collider

In view of the experimental constraints of Sec. 2, the three most promising i
ways to search for SUSY at the Tevatron are to search for (i) gg, gq and qq events, (»J j
W' —• WtZ] — 31 +$T events, and (u'i) Mi events. We address each of these in turn. |

Previous searches for gluino and squark events at the UAl and UA2 experi-
ments, and at CDF, have all assumed that the dominant decay mode of squarks were
either q —• qg or q —• qZ,, and the dominant decay of gluinos were either to g — qq or
$ — qqZ\. These assumptions are typically valid if n\^,mi ~ 50 GeV'. For larger values
of MIJ and mj, decay modes into other species of charginos and neutralities open up,
and these modes must be taken account of. Thus, pair production of gluinos and
squarks can result in n-leptons -I-m-jets -t-#r events. The signals with the largest
cross sections correspond to n = 0, so analyses focus on multijet +tfT events, which
are distinguished from QCD background by the presence of rather larg- vaiues of

In a recent analysis, the CDF collaboration has found mass bounds of

m4 > 126 GeV, m( > HI OV (6)

assuming no cascade decays|22). Inclusion of cascade decays would lower these
bounds by ~ 20 GeV or more, and the squark bounds could even disappear if mt

became too heavy. This latter effect was caused by the linkage of mt and m-̂  via the
unification condition on gaugino masses at the GUT scale; the Z| becomes so heavy
that it soaks up almost all the energy from the q decay. The degradation of the gluino
bound occurs because the final state Z\\ in cascade decay events have lower energy
than events with direct squark and gluino decay to Zy. The resultant $T spectrum
is softer with cascade decays, and fewer events pass the experimental $r cut, which
is typically taken to be 40-100 GeV. With cascade decays, one also expects a higher
jet multiplicity in the final state. This is illustrated in Fig. 3, where we show the
result of a parton level Monte Carlo evaluation of n-jet +$T events without and
with cascade decays, using a SO G:.V $T cut and an approximate CDF jet finding
algorithm(40). These cross sections are large enough to ultimately allow CDF and
DO to explore mj and mj out to ~ 250 GeV range wilh the accumulation of — 100

pb"1 of data.
One may also look for SUSY in events containing leptons. Events containing

a single lepton +n-jets+$T are not produced at a sufficiently high rate to likely be
visible above large SM backgrounds from e.g. W+jets production[40], and so do not
look very promising. It is also possible to look for events containing two isolated
leptons. Events containing opposite sign dileptons will likely occur at a rat« well
below that expected from tl production, and so again do not look promising. It
is possible to search for y and q decay to real Z bosons plus jets plus $T, where
Z — J+I~. Such events occur only in a slim region of parameter spc.ee where |ji| is
small (near or within the LEP excluded region), but when they do occur, can be
well above expected background[41j.

A more promising way is to search for events containing two isolated tamt-ugn
dileptons plus jets plus $r|42,40]. Such events occur because the- gluino, being a
Majorana particle, is equally likely to decay into a W* as a IV,". The cliargino then
decays via IV! — luZx and one obtains a i±l±+jets+^ r final state. SM backgrounds
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Figure 3: Cross jeclion after ruti foi n-jet + 1?T even'.s lit pp collider energy of •/' — 1.8 TcV, f.ir
direct and cascade decays of gluinos. A background estimate is indicated by arrows on Hie right-hand
tide for a low mass f-quark.

are expected to be small in this topology, if suitable isolation cuts are applied to
the leptons. Unfortunately, the event rate is also small. We show the cross section
for this topology after CDF-type cuts on a parton level Monte Carlo in Fig. 4. The
scenario shown is somewhat optimal, since mj ~ ni4, so §q and qq are contributing
as well as gg production. In the case shown, values of »t4 and mj out to ~ 1T5 GeV
can be probed with 100 pb"1 of data.

W — eventt

Pair production of charginos and neutralinos at pp colliders via on-snell W
and Z decay has been investigated by a number of authors[43). The inosljiromising
signal was found to be hadronically quiet trilepton production via W — If,Z, — 3/ +
$T where W, — tuZi and Z, — llZx. Since then, experiments at LEP have constrained
m- ~ 46 GeV, so that the results of these analyses are no longer relevant.

However, as Arnowitt and Nath pointed oul[44j, the off-resonance W - VV,f,
cross section, though auppressed, may still occur at observable rates owing to a large
WWxZt coupling. We have recently re-examined prospects for trilepton production
at the Tevatron via the above mode, and found that it may allow Tevatron experi-
ments to probe chargino masses (and the associated gluino) well beyond the reach
of LEP, and in some cases, be competitive with the reach of LEP_200[45]. This is
partly due to enhanced branching ratios for the leptonic deciyys of Z* in comparison
to corresponding ones for Z and W decays.

The Zi decays to tfiZx or Jfii via 2, /" and q exchange diagrams. The ZZjZi
coupling is frequently small in MSSM parameter spare, so sfermion exchange dia-

8TeV '
150 GeV

100 300

mgf>ma)(GeV)

Figure 4: Number of same sign dilepton events after cuts expected at Tevaton energy for mj - mt

grams can dominate the decay process. In SUGRA models[4C), slepton masses are
frequently expected to be much lighter than squark masses. This can lead to large
leptonic branching ratios of Z5. The total even* rale can then be obtained by com-
bining these brandling ratios with the off-resonance production cross section[45j.
The pp— W — WxZi — 31+ $T i&'.e for events per 100 pb"1 of integrated luminosity
is shown in Fig. 5 in the y. vs. mf plane for tan/J = '•'• and m, = m,. The slepton
masses are related to m( by SUGRA mass relations given in Ref. (45j. The dashed
lines show where mtTi = 90 GeV, the approximate reach of LEP 200. Since SM back-
grounds to hadronic'ally quiet trilepton events are expected to be tiny, it should

• be possible for CDF and DO to explore substantial regions of this parameter space
beyond the reach of LEP, and perhaps even be competitive witli LEP 200, at least

' when mf - mj, so that sleptons are lighter than squarks.

' 4-S Top iquark production at the Tevatron collider

i Whereas it is expected that the tirst two generations of squarks should be
I nearly mass-degenerate, this may not be the case for the third generation squarks,

especially the top-squark. In SUGRA models[10], the Yukawa interactions (which
I are substantial only for the third generation) drive iL and iR weak eigenmasses

to values considerably smaller than the other squarks. More importantly, since
: there can then be substantial mixing between the ih and iR states, the resulting
! mass eigenvalues are further split; we denote the corresponding mass eigenstates
I by i", and I,, where m,-, < mfl. Then if ("i is light enough, it could be produced at

large rates at the Tevatron collider[34] even though all other squarks are heavy. In
this case, the CDF bound (5), which was obtained assuming that all squarks are
degenerate, is obviously no longer applicable.
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The cross section for ilil production is typically about j-j'j limes I he ti cioss
flection, for same 4, and ( masses. Tlie <\ wouUl likely decay vin (", — biv, if tliis
mode is kinematically allowed. If this mode is closed, then the flavor changing mode
("i —• cZi is likely to be dominant especially if mfi - 45 - 80 GeV, a range of interest
for detection at the Tevatron. In this case, we might search for pp — Mi — ccZiZtX,
which would result in a two-charm jet plus $T topology. It has been shown that if
m-t Z 15 GeV, {as is the case for the LSP of the MSSM[48,23)), then the charm jets
would frequently be too soft to be discriminated in the CDF $T event sample, so
that light top squarks of mass — 45 - 80 GeV could have escaped detection[34].

If m[t + m- < m( | then it is possible the decay t —• itZ, could occur at sub-
stantial rates, especially if m, < Mw + mt. In this case, top quarks of mass as low as
65 GeV might have escaped detection at the Tevatron collider if m- ~ 10 - 15 GeV.
However, if the top quark is discovered and SM decay modes are produced at ex-
pected rates, stop masses of mfl < m, - mj would be ruletl out.

If the decay it — bWt is allowed, then it may be possible to search for top
squarks via the usual top quark dileptou-type signal. In practise, this will be much-
more difficult than the top quark search since (i) Mi is produced at smaller relative
cross sections, {ii) the massive Z\ in W^ — luZ\ decay results in a softer pH') spectrum
and (ui) one must deal with a likely larger background of dileptons from direct ((
production. This has been studied in Ref. |34| where dileplon rates from l|t, signal
as well as from various SM background sources have been tabulated.

6. S U S Y at H a d r o n Supercol l iders

We have seen that even if mt -^.m.^^ the reach of the Tevatron will not exceed

about 250 GeV while that of LEI' 2U0 is essentially liniilnl In the I'rniii rnrrpy. Ac-
cording to the arguments presented in Sec. 1, the anticipated scale of new physics
could be as h.Ji as a TeV (however, it :s interesting to note thai several recent
analyses suggest a considerably lower scale of sparticlr iiiasses|G,']Gj), so that it is
entirely possible that sparkles may remain kinematirally inaccessible at these facil-
ities. The direct exploration of the TeV scale requires considerably higher energies,
and is the main reason for the construction of Iiadron supercolliders such as the
LUC or the SSC. A study of strategies via which sparticles might be detected at
these facilities forms the subject of this section. We mainly focus on signals from
squarks and gluinos as, aside from kinematic factors, these are expected to have the
largest production rates at hadron colliders.

The cross sections fcr the production of squarks and gluinns at the SSG,
the LUC and a 200 TeV rp collider (the proposed ELU1SOTHON) are shown in
Fig. G for (o) TTIJ = m,, and (i) <n( •= 2mi. If m, is significantly smaller than
mj, renorinalizalion group evolution drives mj to negative values well below the
unification scale[47) which is why we do not consider this possibility any further.
We see that the production rate is very large: even for m, = 2 TeV, about 3000
gluino pair events are expected at the SSC, while this cross section is a hundred
times large at the ELUISOTItON. For sparticle masses < 1 TeV, the production
cross sections at the L11C are 5-20 times smaller than at the SSC'; the event rates,
however, are comparable due lo the larger design luminosity of the LIIC.

As discussed earlier, once they are produced, heavy squarks and gluinos
cascade decay into lighter charginos and neutralinos which further decay until the
process terminates with the production of a stable LSP. These cascade decays[32|
lead to a variety of interesting signals including[23J,

• (i) n > 4 je t+^ r > 150 GeV events whicli provide the canonical signature for
supersymmetry,

• (u) isolated same sign dilepton +$T events (J = e or #*),

• (ii>) multilepton events with n > 3 isolated leptons +$T,

• (in) events with one or two high pj Z bcsojis (identified by their charged leptoiuc
decays) +$T , and

• (D) events with Z+ and an additional isolated leplou +$T-

The cross sections for these signals from the production of gluinos and
squarks at the SSC is shown versus mj (for // = -150 GeV) and versus v (for m, = 750
GeV) in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, respectively. Here, we have fixed mf = 2nij, tan/? = 2,
m, = 140 GeV. We first consider (n) mH* to be 500 GeV, so that all the Higgs bosons
other than Hi are very heavy. The other case (6) my,* = 120 GeV will be discussed
below. Since the couplings of Hi art essentially those of the SM Higgs boson, the
cross sections in Figs. 7a and 8a are insensitive to this choice. In our calculations
(which have been performed using the program SUSYSM described in Sec. 2), we
have required, pr(jtt) > 50 GeV, Mjei)\ < 4.5, ;ir(/ep(on) > 20 GeV, |i;(/eplon)| < 2.5, and
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for isolated leptons, no hadronic activity exceeding 5 GeV in a cone with AH = 0.3
about the lepton direction. We have also required that ?T > 100 GeV for U« «g»«l»
(,,) - (.). Finally, for the same sign dilepton signal, we veto events w.th additional
isolated leptons - these contribute to the nmltilepton event, sample (i.i).

We see that over the entire range of „ and m,, there are several mi.ltilepton
signals that have observable rates. The signals involving real Z bosons are, however
more sensitive to mode! parameters. The dependence of these signals on tan0 and
m, has been studied in Ref-136]. The cross sections shown are typ.cally larger by a
factor between 1 and 4 if m< = m, (primarily due the additional contributions from
the production of ft and ff pairs). We have also checked that the $r, the same s.gn
dilepton and the multileptou leptou signals are rather insensitive to variations in
lB»/?. Cross sections for processes involving real Z bosons are, however, sensitive to
the choice of tan/3, and become very small if t«n0 approaches unity.

In order tc assess the observability of the various leptomc signals (the $T

signal is discussed by Barnett[49) in these proceedings), we have enumerated var-
ious SM sources of multilepton events in Table 1 along with our estimates of the
SSC cross sections from each of these sources (see also Ref. [50|. We see that the
multilepton signals exceed these backgrounds over a large range of n.,. Especially
interesting Is the same sign dilepton signal[49] that is present because of the Ma-
jorana nature of the gluino. Even for gluinos in the mass range accessible at the
Tevatron, the signal is detectable at the SSC, so that there is no window in m,
where the gluino can escape detection both at the Tevatron and at the SSC. Fur-
ther, from Table 1 we see that the signal clearly exceeds the SM background for
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"'uino masses up to 1 TeV. For heavier gluinos this signal should still be observable
because gluino events (unlike the background which doiniiiantly comes from same
sign W pair production) contains a large amount of hadronic activity from the jets
produced by the decays of the gluino. We have checked that a, the SSC, even after
requiring the total scalar ET in the event to exceed 1.4 GeV, we expect about 51)
same sign dilepton events per year for ms = o.5m, = 2 TeV with essenlially no physics
background from SM sources. Thus, even »-.llowinR for nn uncertainty of a factor 2,
the SSG should be able to search for gluino masses in excess of 2 TeV. It has been
shown[36] that the corresponding reach of the LHC is 1.2- l.T TeV for an integrated
luminosity of 10 - 100 Pj~l. It is also worth remarking that since the signal is only
rate limited, the EL01SOTR0N could significantly increase the range of m} where
the gluino is detectable in the same sign dilepton channel.

We have, up to this point, assumed that all but the lightest of the Higgs
scalars are too heavy to be produced via the cascade decays of squarks and gluinos.
As discussed at this meeting]") it is, however, quite possible that mHi is around 100
GeV in which case all the Higgi bosons would be kinematically accessible in the
decays of ths heavy charginos and neutraliuos. As shown in Ref.[51), the branching
fractions for the gluino to decay into any one of £fr, Hh or //* (hereafter referred
to as non-standard model or NSM Higgs bosons) can exceed 60%. Since NSM
Higgs bosons in this mass rangr- will dominantly decay into botlom quark pairs, the
multilepton signals in Figs. 7a and 8a may be expected to be reduced.

The cross sections for the signals (i) - (n) discussed above are shown in
Figs. 7b and 8b for mH* = 120 GeV for the same cuts as for the mH* = 500 GeV
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case. We see that the $T, the same sign dilepton and the trilepton cross sections
are essentially independent of the masses in the Iliggs sector, while the four and
the five lepton cross sections are somewhat reduced for large values of |/i|(51j. We
thus conclude that same sign dilepton and trilepton signals must be present al the
er lected tates if any observed $T signal is to be attributed to the production of
t>quarks and gluinos of - "ersyiuL-ietry. Additional signals involving real Z bosons
or four, or more, leptonE may also be observable depending on model parameters.

The fact that the cascade decays of gluinos and squarks resulU in a sub-
stantial rate for the production of NSM Iliggs bosons suggests that it might be
possible to search for these in the sample of gluino and squark events. Since Hi,
Hk and Hp must all be rather light in order to be produced at a substantial rate
via these decays, they will dominantly decay via H — bk We may thus expect that
squark and gluino events will show a high multiplicity of bottom mesons if »•„• is
light. It should be noted that the fact that gluino decays are flavour blind already
implies an increase in bottom meson multiplicity in the central region al;?ve SM
expectations. For m, = 900 GeV, assuming a detection efHcency of 50% per B, about
200nfl > 6 events are expected[5l] in the data annually in the $T sample (i) at the
SSC if raB* = 500 GeV. This increases to 2000 events if mw» = 100 GeV, the differ-
ence being due to the production of NSM Higgs bosons. The same sign dilepton
sample is similarly rich in bottom mesons[51]. The detectability of the signal will
obviously be sensitively depeudent on the efficiency for identifying bottom mesons



in SUSY events triggered by f(T. A detailed simulation is necessary before definitive
conclusions regarding the viability of this strategy can be drawn.

For tan/3 ~ 1.2, the charged Higgs boson dominantly decays via H* — rv, so
that the production of H± via the cascade decays would be signalled by an excess of r
leptons relative to that of e or n- The variation with ni«* of leplon multiplicity in the
sample of $T events has been studied in Ref.(51). it was concluded that llie fraction
of T events increased dramatically from ' (expected from lepton universality) when
mw+ was changed from 500 GeV to 100 GeV. Most of this excess is due to the
production of # *, i.e. not due to that of neutral Higgs whose branching for r decays
is just a few percent. Furthermore, since the gluino is self conjugate, it is as likely
to decay to H+ as to H~, so that half the di-tau sainpie consists of same sign r pairs.
It is not possible for us to assess the viability of leptonir non-universality as a signal
for H* without a more detailed analysis that includes (he detection efficiency of r
leptons produced in these SUSY events. The magnitude of the r excess obtained
in Ref.|51) suggests that this strategy for the detection of intermediate mass Higgs
bosons certainly merits further investigation.

Before closing our discussion of sparticle signals at supercolliders, we briefly
remark on the signals from the productioi; of charginos and neutraliiios. These
can either be produced in association with squarks or gluiuos[31| or, in pairs via
electroweak processes[52j. The associated production processes appear to have sub-
stantial SM backgrounds. It has, however, been noted(31] that the signal from gZx

production potentially provdes a possibility of gluino mass measurement at the
SSC. \

The electroweak production of charginos and neutr-linos leads tn hadroni-
cally quiet multilepton signals at the SSC very much like the trilepton signal dis-
cussed in Sec. 4. Barbieri tt. ai. [52) have studied these signals in detail for the
LHC. They find while the dilepton signal is swamped by SM backgrounds, the ,
irreducibile SM backgrounds to the trilepton signal coming from WWW and WZ
production (with 2 — rt and the r's decaying to t or /<) are controllable. They ar-
gue, however, that if m, < 160 GeV, (f production could be the dominant background |
to the trilepton signal. Of course, most tl event- ire distinguishable from the SUSY .
signal because (i) the third lepton which in the It case comes from the 6 is rarely ,
isolated, and (ii) If events have substantial hadronic activity in contrast to the signal
where the hadronic activity conies only from QCD radiation and from that in the
underlying event. The authors of Ref.[52) argue that, because of the enormous it .
production cross section, the signal may be undetectable above the background if
m, < 150 GeV. The situation will be considerably alleviated if high efficiency identi-
fication of fr-quarks using vertex detectors becomes possible. We also remark that ,
the pessimistic conclusion in Ref.[52{ is based on the assumption that the branching
fractions for the decays of charginos and neutralinos are given by those of W and
Z. While this is frequently true for charginos, we have seen[45] in Sec. 4 that the
leptonic branching fraction for the neutralinos can be considerably enhanced. This

could lead to a large increase in the signal from that estimated in IliT.|52|.

0. lliggs Boson Searches ut Supercolliders

The lliggs sector of the MSSM has been tlisrussed| 1-J.l4,15,]r>| in consider-
able detail at this meeting. These discussions mainly revolved around thr rnclintivr
corrections (duminz.utly from tne top quark Yukawa interactions) which substan-
tially alter ihe masses and mixing patterns of the MSSM Higgs bosons. In par-
ticular, the tree level mass bound, mH, < Mm{Mz,mHr} is no longer valid. This
obviously impacts on the searches for Higgs bosons at LEP and LEP 200. Most
importantly, the discovery of //, at LEP 200 is no longer guaranteed. This led
several groups[53,25,54,55] to explore strategies for the detection of MSSM lliggs
livsons in the case where //, is too heavy for detection at LEP 2Ul|(-r»(i|. Most of
these analyses are performed assuming that sparticles are too heavy lo be produced
via the decays of the Higgs bosons. Here, we briefly review these strategies, and
then discuss how these might be alfected[5T| if Higgs boson decays into charginos
and neulraliuos are kiueiuaticidly accessible. We will see that these decays open
up promising new modes for Higgs boson detection. The prospects for detection of
MSSM Higgs bosons at t*e~ supercolliders have been discussed by Guniou(13J in
these Proceedings.

We begin by considering the detection of MSSM Higgs bosons, assuming as
usual that their decays to supersymmetric particles are kinemalically forbidden. In
this case, Hi, whose mass is bounded above by about 150 GeV if m, < 200 GeV and
mj < 1 TeV, dominantly decays via H, — 6f. Since the pseudoscalar Hp has no tree
level couplings to vector boson pairs, it dominantiy drcnys to tt or bf* pairs. Largr
heavy flavour backgrounds from QCD preclude the possibility of the detection of
Hi or Hp via its dominant modes, so that their rare decay modes (77, rr and, for
Hi, ZZ' — 41) provide the only possibility for their detection. The heavier scalar //*
can indeed decay into W and Z pairs provided that it is heavy enough. Within the
MSSM framework, however, the HkWW and HHZZ couplings rapidly decrease with
increasing values of mj , , so that the WW an<l ZZ signals from the decays of//* are
significantly smaller than the corresponding signals from the SM Higgs boson. The
gold-plated ZZ — Al mode thus offers au additional signal for Hi, but the WW mode
will be more difficult to detect above SM background.

Since these strategies have been discussed in considerable detail[14,15,16) at
this conference, we will not enter into a comprehensive discussion of these here but
only present our results. We refer the reader to Ref. [25] and J5T| for details of
our calculation. The region of the mHr - lsn/3 plane where any of the neutral Higgs
busons are observable at 99% CL above SM backgrounds after one year of running
at the SSG is shown in Fig. 9 for m, = 150 GeV. We have also required a minimum of
ten signal events annually at the SSC1. In this figure, we have taken m̂  = jnj = — <i = 1
TeV, and assumed a 77 mass resolution of ±1%. The region already excluded by the
LEP constraints is shown by the solid curve on the extreme left. The region where
the cross sections for either ZHi or H,Hr production by e*e' collisions at a centre
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(or lligg.s search after two years of operation ns the SSl ' nprrnliug al ils design
luminosity for live ycars[07[.

At this point it is worth remarking thai Ihe rerenl bouud|r>8| II '. I •! • Id"*,
on the branching fraction B for b — s^ decays that has been obtained by the C'LtU
collaboration, can be translated to a bound on IJie charged IIIKRS boson mass.
Assuming that H* is the only non-SM source of these llavour viulaling decays (this
is true in the MSSM if all sparticles are heavy as lias been assumed in Fig. LI ab .v r ) ,
it has been shown that m/f> I 8U - 100 GeV|59) (for m, = IM> GeV), so that these data
begin to constrain the region of parameters in the "hole". 11 has been shown thai
even allowing for various uncertainties, an improvement of Ilie branching ratio by a
factor 2 would effectively probe the entire shaded region, assuming the absence of
additional sources of llavour violation.

Up to now, we have assumed 'ha! the MSSM IliRgs bosons cannot decay in!"
sujicrsyiiiinrtric particles. The philosophy behind this usual assumption is that if
spaiticles are light enough to be kinemalicallv accessible in these decays, thpy can

aie deierinMe ' je directly searched for at either LEP 200, Ihe Tevatron or ultimately, at the .SSC.
i 5(i Hint Sl'SV While this is certainly true of gluinos and squarks, Ihe situation for charginos and

neulraliuos is not quite as clear. As shown in Ref. |liO..r>7|, Ihere are significant
regions of parameter space where Hr and Hh doiuinanllv decay into rharginos and

of mass energy of 200 GeV exceeds 0.0r> pb (which we optimistically lake lo be Ihp neutralinos and where the rharginn is too heavy to be detectable a' LEP 200. As
limit of deteclability at LEP 200) is shown by the clot-clashed curve. The regions discussed in Sec. 5, there is some debate|52j as to whei.'ier chaiginos ami neiilralinos
denoted by the solid curves are where the 77 signal is observable while the dashed w ' " be detectable at hadron supercolliders. On a more pragmatic note, the discovery
curve denotes the boundary of the region where Ihe 4/ signal is delectable above °f "'SRS bosons is a separate issue from the discovery of sparlicles; since there are
the background (the Hi — 4/ signal becomes observable only i( m, is very laij;r). substantial regions of MSSM parameter spare where llr and 1U "ill duuiiiiniilly

jTlie side on which the boundaries of the various curves are labelled is where the decay inlo charRiuos and neutralinos (which may or may mil be delectable al LFI'
corresponding signal is observable. 200), it is important to study the impact of these decays on the signals discussed

We see from the figure tha t while at least one of Ihe Higgs bosons is deteelable a l jove.
over most of the pa ramete r plane, there is the siiaded region where none of the Iliggs
bosons are observable. We should also note that the size of this "hole" is sensitive p ' a l l e where the 77 and 4/ signals (from the ZZ and ZZ' decays of lliggs bosons)
10 the 7-7 mass resolution that *is ult imately at ta ined, .>. the right hand boundary observable after one year of operation of the SSC if the charginos and neutralinos
of the shaded region will move significantly to the righl if a 1% resolution is not a r e rather light. Here, we have taken m( = 4(>(> GeV anil /1 = -100 (JeV, and fixed
a t ta ined . One may also probe these regions with poorer resolution by focussing ° ther parameters as in Fig. 9. We see that the siiaded region where none of the
011 (77 events from WH and tiH procluction[5<l|. We have checked that even after usually studied signals is detectable at. the SSC, expands substantially. Furthermore,
five years of operat ion at the design luminosity, the region where there is no Higgs 'he region where //* is detectable is considerably smaller while that where l!r is
signal at the SSC ( though it reduces to about half the area) remains. We have detectable essentially disappears. This is understandable if wp recognize thai in
also studied the detectability 01 the signal from I — 6//* — r>n< decavs, and found l ' ' e absence of SUSY decays, Hr dominantly decays via fc-quark Yukawa couplings
tha t these are also unobservable in this region. For m, = 200 (JeV, this "hole" is s o l ' l a t " ' s v e r y "arrow; once SUSY channels become ki11n.111lirn.IJy nllowed, the?
considerably smaller, and essentially disappears for five years of operation of the rapidly dominate the decays of Hr, leading to a large suppression of ils rare decav
SSC. We note, however, that there are significant regions where just one of the » '°des. We also see that the region of parameters wherp I lie signal lor more Ihan
Higgs bosons is detectable. The direct delecliou nf at least two liiggs bosons is o l l e "'(5SS boson is observable either at LEP 200 or at Ihe SSC' is also drastically
par t icular ly impor tan t since this would -liable us lo definitively infer the existence r e duced . (Qualitatively similar conclusions obtain for Ihe LMC and also for five yeais

of operation of the SSC'. We refer the reader lo Ref. [571 for these details. We uole

T o w a r d th i s e n d , in F i g . 10 we h a v e s h o w n Ihe reg ions of I he m,, r - tan/

h h
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that the CLEO data[58] on the b — st decays discussed above are on the verge of
probing the region of the hole. We stress though that if the gauginos are indeed as (

light as assumed in this figure, there are additional SUSY contributionsjGl] lo the^
amplitude for b — if decay which may interfere destructively with that of the IV|
and H+. A complete analysis that includes these effects is necessary to definitively:
exclude mHr values in the shaded region when sparticles are rather light. |

While the SUSY decays of Higgs bosons reduce the rates for signals via|
which these are usually searched for, they also open up several new modes for |
their detection[5T]. The most promising of these is the 4/ signal which comes fronij
the ZjZ, decay of Hr or Hi,, where both the neulralinos decay leplonically. As an,
illustration, we have shown the number of 4/ events expected annually at the SSC
from the decay, H, — ZjZi — 4/ + $r in Fig. 11. Here, we have fixed mHr = 200 (

GeV, mj = 400 GeV and m, = 150 GeV. The dark region is already excluded by
constraints from LEP discussed in Sec. 2, while the area between the dashed lines !
roughly represents the region that will be probed at LEP 200. We see that as many i
as 200 41 events may be expected annually at the SSC' in a region not accessible at j
LEP 2U0. Here, we have assumed that mj = m,-, so that that the rate shown may be |
substantially enhanced if sleptons are substantially lighter than sqnarks as discussed
in Sec. 4. The dependence of the event rate on mHr, as well as the 41 event rale |
from the production and decay of H^ has been studied in Ref. [57]. For detection of
the signal abovt background, it is necessary to be able t.ofidentify isolated leplons
down to a momentum of just a few GeV in events triggered by one, or more, hard
leptons. If this is indeed feasible, it has been noted that this process may provide

in tJi

/ 1 1 : N u m b e l o f e v e n t s p r i 111* p b ~ ' o f i n t e g r a l e i l h m i i i i o s i t v n t l l i r S S L ' , f o r } ' r —> 4 /

ft v s . L u n ^ J p l a n e , w i t h p a r a m e t e r s a s f i x e d i n Ll ie t e x t .

the possibility uf the nijiisurciiienl of Z, and Z: iiiiissrs provided that the nuiss of
the parent Higgs bosun ran be measured via its detection in, for instance, (lie n
channel.

An alternative strategy[(i2j for the simultaneous detection of Hr (produced
by gluon fusion) and H, is provided by the jjioress Hr — ZH,, where ?. — l*l~ and
//i — T*r~. It is assumed that the laus can be identified, via their single prong
hadronic decays which have a branching fraction of 51)%. The key point is that
despite the neutrinos that escape detection, it is possible to reconstruct the di-tau
mass because /// is produced with a substantial transverse momentum. Thus, (he
signal is distinguished by the fact that the masses of the rr and l\rt systems exhibit
peaks al mH, and mHr, respectively. The production of Z bosons in association with
a pair of QCD jets can mimic the signal if each jet fragments into a single, hard
track together with other neutral (or soft) debris. A preliminary study[62| shows
that in order for the signal to be viable, a r — jet discrimination at the level of a few
percent is necessary. If mw, and A/j are the same within the experimental resolution,
the main physics background comes from ZZ production, when one of I he Z decays
to ll and the other to a r pair. The region where the signal is observable at 99% C'L
above Lhis background after one and five years of operation of the SSC, is shown
in Fig. 12. Here, we have assumed a resolution of ±15 GeV on the measureinen1

of mHl. Other backgrounds have been shown to be small in Ref. [G2J lo which we
refer the reader for further details. We see thai this expands the region where IIr is
observable via its -n decay. Qualitatively similar conclusions hold if m, = 200 GeV.
Of course, careful detector simulation including a realistic $T resolution (which has
been ignored in this analysis) is ncressp.ry to aFsess the viability of the signal, in
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Figmt 12: Rfgions of thr mH> v>. tan ̂ 3 plsnr wlirir thr IIr — ZIU <iRiml inny
bnckgiound at 99% CL, for 1U* pb"1 of nlrgiatcd luminosity nt thr S.SC

view of the fact that direct deter iioti of Hr appears to be possible only when tan/3 is
close to unity, we believe that all promising channels for its delection merit serious
exploration,
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